CIELAB Tolerancing
CIELAB tolerancing uses
rectangular coordinates based
on the following formulas:
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L* = 116 (Y/Yn)1/3 -16
a* = 500[(X/Xn)1/3 - (Y/Yn)1/3]
b* = 200[(Y/Yn)1/3 - (Z/Zn)1/3]
∆ E*ab = [(∆ L*)2 + (∆ a*)2 + ∆ b*)2 ]1/2
∆ L* = LT* - LS*
∆ a* = aT* - aS*
∆ b* = bT* - bS*
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(If X/Xn, Y/Yn or Z/Zn is < .008856,
modified formulas are applied.)
(Subscript T indicates trial and
subscript S indicates standard.)
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To learn more about how X-Rite can improve your
color management, call (877) 979-7483 ext.309 or
visit www.xrite.com/industrial.
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CIELCH Tolerancing
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L* = 116 (Y/Yn)1/3 -16
C* = (a*2 + b*2)1/2
h˚ab = arctan (b*/a*)
∆ L* = LT* - LS*
∆ C* = CT* - CS*
∆ H* = [∆ Eab*)2 - (∆ L*)2 - (∆ C*)2]1/2
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(If X/Xn , Y/Yn or Z/Zn is < .008856,
modified formulas are applied.)
(Subscript T indicates trial and
subscript S indicates standard.)
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the orange region.

∆ E CMC = [(∆ L*/ SL )2 + (∆ Cab*/c SC )2
+ ∆ Hab*/SH )2 ]1/2
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In commercial situations, the amount
of color differences that is considered
acceptable is accounted for by applying
a commercial factor (cf) to all dimensions of the ellipsoid. In this case,
∆ E CMC < cf is considered acceptable.
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CMC Tolerancing

CMC tolerancing is a modification of
CIELCH which provides better agreement between visual assessment and
instrumentally measured color difference. The CMC ∆ E calculation defines
an ellipsoid, around the standard color,
with semi-axes corresponding to hue
(SH), chroma (SC) and lightness (SL). The
ellipsoid represents the volume of
acceptance and varies in size and
shape depending on position in color
space.
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CIELCH tolerancing uses polar
coordinates to give direct numerical
color differences as they relate to
Hue (∆ H*) and Chroma (∆ C*):

Numerically correct vs. visually acceptable
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Grandville, Michigan USA
(616) 534-7663
(800) 248-9748
FAX (616) 534-8960

CIELCH tolerance vs. visually acceptable
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X-Rite® is a trademark of X-Rite, Incorporated.
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Supply Chain

The measurement and communication
of color data is as important as the color
data itself. Throughout the supply chain,
different suppliers may use different
processes and equipment for color
formulation and quality assurance,
making compatibility an essential
component.
Whenever precise color is critical you’ll
find X-Rite. Partnering with some of
the world’s largest companies, we have
a decades-long record of providing
comprehensive color technology that
enable customers to build their business
performance with increased productivity,
lower costs, pinpoint accuracy and
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consistency.
To learn more about how X-Rite can
improve your color management,
call (877) 979-7483 ext.309 or visit
www.xrite.com/industrial.

Look inside for your
free color tolerance guide.
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